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Enzymatic Solutions Infection Control

SANI-TREET PLUS
ENZYME INDUSTRIES

Sani-Treet Plus is a dual
enzyme action, non-foaming
formula. It can be used as 
an evacuation system cleaner,
instrument presoak or 
ultrasonic cleaner. The 
formula contains a pleasant
peppermint fragrance. 

Gallon
8762392   [4198]

VIGILANCE
KEYSTONE INDUSTRIES

A proteolytic enzyme
detergent specially
formulated for 
removing bioburden and 
contaminants from
instruments and working
surfaces. Its pleasing
aroma, neutral pH, 
and reduced foaming
action make it the ideal
ultrasonic solution,
evacuation cleaner, 
and instrument pre-soak. It is non-corrosive,
contains a rust inhibitor, biodegradable and
environmentally safe. 

Gallon
8096200 [0921472]

ZYMEX 
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

A patented dual enzyme formulation that breaks
down organic debris such as blood, rust and
mineral deposits from all types of surgical
instruments and scopes. Zymex will attack protein,
carbohydrate and lipid containing soils. It breaks
down three times more bio burden than the
market leaders within five minutes. 

Gallon
9511222    [21380]

SANI-SOAK ULTRA
ENZYME INDUSTRIES, INC.

Sani-Soak Ultra is an enzymatic
evacuation cleaner, instrument
presoak, ultrasonic solution that 
is also compatible with amalgam
separators. The anti-corrosive 
formula will not rust stainless
steel instruments or burs. 
Sani-Soak Ultra is biodegradable
and nontoxic. 

PROEZ 2
CERTOL INTERNATIONAL

ProEZ 2 is a low foaming dual 
enzymatic detergent for cleaning
medical and dental instruments. It
is especially useful for cleaning 

PROEZ AW QUAD
CERTOL INTERNATIONAL

ProEZ AW Quad is a premium
non-foaming neutral pH, 
multienzymatic detergent. The
cleaning action is enhanced by 
a full range of enzymes needed 
to dissolve complex soils found on
surgical instruments. Protease
acts on proteins, amylase acts on carbohydrates,
lipase acts on fats, and cellulase acts on the
indigestible fiber and biofilm in human soils. The
enzyme action is enhanced by penetrating agents,
chelating agents improve cleaning action in hard
water and a system of anti-corrosive agents. 

Gallon
9533824   [PREZAW128]

EZ-ZYME
INTEGRA MILTEX 

EZ-Zyme All Purpose Enzyme
Cleaner is a neutral pH 
multi-enzyme liquid concentrate
ideal for instrument presoak, evacuation system
cleaner and ultrasonic cleaning. 

Packets,  3/4  oz., 32/Box
9904021 [3-750]

METRIZYME
KERR TOTALCARE

MetriZyme is used to pre-clean critical
or semi-critical medical devices prior
to terminal sterilization or high level
disinfection. It is comprised of dual
protease enzymes. The active 
ingredients offer optimal cleaning
action on a variety of protein soils.
Inclusion of surfactants provides 
additional cleaning on carbohydrates,
lipid soils and protein soils. The protein-dissolving
enzymes in MetriZyme allow for fast, simple
removal of bodily fluids that often cannot be
accomplished manually with soaps and other
detergents. 

Quart
9534790 [10-4005]

MONARCH ENZYMATIC
CLEANER
AIR TECHNIQUES

Monarch Enzymatic cleaner
uses specifically selected
enzymes for better cleaning
of dental instruments in
ultrasonic and holding
baths. Chlorhexidine
Gluconate formulation
allows it to be indicated for 2 days use. While its
unit dose packs are perfectly sized for standard
ultrasonic cleaners with a pleasing lime scent. 
PH Neutral non-corrosive to keep instruments 
well maintained. 

Enzymatic Cleaner, 1⁄3 oz., 50/Box
9460135   [H6310-N]
                
Soaking Tray, 3 Quart
9460102   [H6150]

SANI PROZYME
ENZYMATIC
DETERGENT
CROSSTEX

SANI ProZyme Enzymatic
Detergent is designed to
remove organic and inorganic
soils such as blood, tissue and
protein-rich fluids from
flexible and delicate
instruments. The enzyme
breaks down the organic soils, and the detergent
removes them, holding them in suspension and
avoiding redepositing on the cleaned surfaces.
SANI ProZyme Enzymatic Detergent is highly
concentrated, low foaming, phosphate-free,
containing rust-inhibiting properties and has a
neutral pH. 

Gallon
3410010   [JED]

flexible endoscopes and delicate instruments with
complex surfaces including serrations, box locks
and channels. Protease and amylase enzymes
work together to quickly dissolve blood protein
and starch soils in as little as one minute. 

Gallon w/Pump
9533810 [PREZ128]

Quart
8762396   [5199]
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